A) Proceedings outside of ACI:

1) With article, without Proceedings book title:


2) Without article, without Proceedings book title:


3) With article, with Proceedings book title (also includes volume number):


4) Without article, with Proceedings book title:


B) Regular non-ACI journal articles:

ASCE Journals:


Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute:

C) ACI Committee Documents:

*Standards with commentary:*

1. ACI Committee 318, “Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-02) and Commentary (318R-02),” American Concrete Institute, Farmington Hills, Mich., 2002, 443 pp.

   ACI Committee 318, 2002, “Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-02) and Commentary (318R-02),” American Concrete Institute, Farmington Hills, Mich., 443 pp.

*Standards without commentary:*


D) ASTM or other Standards:


OR


*British Standards:*


*NOTE: AASHTO, ASCE, ASTM, BS, New Zealand, and other standards should be formatted as closely as follows:*

   <ACTUAL STANDARD NUMBER (or committee who authored standard, if given)>, <YEAR>, “<NAME OF STANDARD>,” <ORGANIZATION THAT AuthORED STAN-DARD>, <LOCATION OF ORGANIZATION>, <PAGE COUNT OR RANGE.>

E) Manuals

*Book:*


*Software:*


*Refer to page 633-634 of the Chicago Manual of Style for more examples.*